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When Adobe announced last week that it planned to discontinue its standalone Flash Player for Linux, it noted that updated versions of Flash Player would later be available to Linux users only through Google's Chrome browser. While the security updates on the final version of 11.2 for Linux will continue for five years, there's no doubt
the ad was disappointing for those of us who use Linux - especially when made on top of Adobe's decision last summer to abandon Desktop Linux users with its AIR environment as well. It remains to be seen how long Flash will continue to matter as HTML5 grows, of course. At the same time, however, it's worth remembering that Flash
Player isn't the only way to watch flash content. In fact, as a reader recently reminded me, there are open source flash player alternatives that offer Linux users another option. Here's a quick look at two of them. GnashGnash is a free and open source Flash movie player that is based on GameSWF, and it is available both as a standalone
player and as a browser plugin for Firefox - and all other Gecko-based browsers, for that matter - as well as for Chromium and Konqueror.The Gnash Project actually just released a software update earlier this month so the latest version is out now. which is available for download from GNU.org site. Although it is still considered a beta-
level software, this latest release includes numerous bug fixes and enhancements, including an OpenVG render. Gnash does play YouTube videos, its developers say, but it does not yet support the version 10 format SWF. All Gnash source code is released under GPLv3 or later. 2. LightsparkAnother is a free and open source Flash
Player alternative to Lightspark, an LGPLv3 licensed Flash player and plugin browser that currently supports YouTube well enough for daily use, its creators say. Lightspark's latest release is version 0.5.4.1, which was just launched in early February with additional YouTube support. It can be downloaded for free from the Project
Launchpad page. Both of these options are clearly still in pretty early stages and they probably won't be able to play absolutely everything you throw at them. However, the development continues and they get better with each new release. While the world is waiting for HTML5 and other open web technologies to take over, these open
source packages may just be a ticket for Linux users looking for a new way to view flash content. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our policy affiliate links for more details. Adobe Flash Player was a silent super hero of the computer world Ensure. Running on adobe
Flash platform, the player allowed you to view multimedia content, perform rich Internet applications and stream audio and video files. It will even support ShockWave Flash files created on either Adobe Flash Pro, Adobe Flash Builder or FlashDevelop. A Lot The video games you spent hours playing as a child were powered by Flash.The
popular browser plugin eventually evolved into a must-have program on PCs and smartphones. However, it has been more than twenty years since Flash Player was first released, and in some respects it has not remained completely with time. Critics have often criticized the intense consumption of battery software on mobile devices, the
vulnerability to data leakage and its closed platform model. In fact, its number of active users has declined in the last few years because new web standards are of less use to Flash Players. But even with these trends, the Android Adobe Flash Player app still has a large number of followings and supports a wide range of files. In the same
way, the game on Broadway has scenic hands, your Android device has Adobe Flash Player. Its responsible for projecting all the beautiful visual effects you see on the screen. Adobe Flash Player will perform and display content from your SWF file. It won't offer you built-in tools to change the document while running, but the desktop app
can run programs written in ActionScript. This will allow you to manipulate text, data, vectors, raster, audio and video files even while the file is running. Note that it is also up to Adobe Integrated Runtime - or AIR - to help your Android file system, local customer extensions, windows and hardware work together. The graphics and
multimedia platform started with support for rubbed and vector graphics. It now supports decoding and playback on other widely used formats on both smartphones and computers. MP3: Already in Flash Player 4, you can access and play MP3 files through HTTP or through the built-in SWF file. FLV: Flash Video is a homegrown format of
Adobe Systems and Macromedia. It serves as a file container, so it can support multiple video codecs like H.264, VP6 and Sorenson Spark. This file is by far the most popular as it is used on your favorite media websites - Youtube, Hulu, and Yahoo! Videos. You can also transfer FLV files through any software on the server side using
Adobe Flash Media Server.PNG: Portable Network Graphics known for their superior quality. With Flash, expect support for both 24-bit and 32-bit versions of PNG files. JJPEG: Creators and artists can use Flash to decode and render services for JPEG compressed images. But, of course, this feature is only available on the desktop
version of Flash Player. The Android app is limited to displaying the image. GIF: If you loved GIFs as a child, thanks to Flash Player. A funny video loop wouldn't be here today without it. Providing support in the native language for four vital formats If you have an XML web page, you're in luck. The flash player supports it with version 8.
The format data is stored in XML Document Object Model, so feel free to tinker with it on the desktop version of ActionScript.JSON: Eleventh version of Flash Player can import and export data to JavaScript JavaScript Notation files - allows you to access certain web services and JavaScript programs. AMF: Action message format is the
equivalent of Flash for browser cookies. All app data can be stored on your Android, and can even be transferred through other Flash apps. This will reduce the need to process or verify data in JSON and XML files. SWF: SWF and AMF files are the most important Flash formats because that's how it communicates with server
applications. Where can you run this program? Adobe Flash Player works on Android, but there are also versions for most other devices on the platform (Mac, Linux, etc.). Is there a better alternative? The late great Steve Jobs predicted that the future of the Internet would depend not on Flash, but on HTML5. Since then, Apple devices
have blocked you from any Flash Player, and Android has removed the app from the Google Play Store. There are ways to install Flash on an Android phone, but it's safer to download an app that is constantly updated by its developer. So say goodbye to Adobe Flash Player and say hello to Photon Flash Player and browser. The newest
iteration of Flash basically does it all: it supports a wide range of file formats, flash games, and VPN viewing. Suppose you feel nostalgic and want to play classic web games such as Super House of Dead Ninjas or Frog Fractions; Photon will not only allow you to play it, but also ensures that you are connected to a private and secure
network. Adobe Flash Player was a humble but powerful tool that you depended on for years. This may not be as relevant anymore, but it's important to remember that it brought to life every file, page and game you need in the early days of digital history. The decline in support from its developers and other platforms indicates perhaps
that there are other programs out there that are more suited to the challenges of the future. Should you download it? No. Play safely and download Photon Flash Player and browser. I got an advance look at Google's latest treatment for Android phones, Android 2.2 (more deliciously known as Froyo) on the Nexus One. Announced this
morning at Google I/O in San Francisco, the update will initially be available to motorola droids and Nexus One owners in June. Android users will certainly be pleased with this update, which provides better performance by tethering/mobile hotspots and of course Flash support. Flash Player 10.1: Great for watching VideoAt's latest, full
Flash support has finally arrived on Android. Overall, the whole experience is pretty good, but I ran into a few problems in my practical. Playing the video looked great on the Nexus One screen. I watched several trailers on the Warner Brothers website and was impressed with how smooth the playback was. Flash support brings some
great gaming potential to the Android platform. I checked South Park Studios its own avatar feature and was amazed at how fast the game was. Other games like The game on Kongregate ran smoothly as well. Farmville fans will also be excited to learn that the ridiculously addictive social networking game Flash is also. Now you'll never
leave the farm. Of course, not all sites were so fast. While the educational site of baby Ecoda zoo looked gorgeous on the Nexus One, it moved painfully slowly. I tried to play a couple of favorite flash games that weren't optimized for mobile devices and was disappointed that I couldn't play some of them without a keyboard. For example,
with Dino Run, I had to click on the space bar to do a certain action, but I couldn't access the touch keyboard (the keyboard only comes when you're in the typing box). Interestingly, there is a shortcut on one of the home screens to the page with recommended Flash with support sites and games including South Park Studios, BBC, Sony
Pictures, Armor Games and more. TechCrunch dug up lists for both Nexus One and droids and noted that they are different. In fact, the list for droids is much shorter than Nexus One's. Missing from all of these Flash actions, of course, is Hulu. I was very disappointed when I tried and eventually failed to watch episode 30 of Rock on the
Nexus One. According to Adobe, Hulu does not own the rights to distribute its content on mobile devices and therefore can not transmit video to smartphones. Without Hulu on the iPad and without Hulu on your Android phone, isn't there a time for Hulu to start an app? Let's hope so. Android 2.2: Faster Performance, Wi-Fi HotSpot and
Tethering While Flash Player is by far the biggest update, there are definitely a few gems in the update. I did some side-by-side tests with the Nexus One running 2.1 and right off the bat, I noticed just how much faster 2.2 is. Native apps running faster and scrolling through the web page felt smooth on my 2.2 Nexus One.I'm not sure how
carriers would handle this, but I was able to turn my T-Mobile Nexus One into a mobile access point via T-Mobile without any problems. Snap also worked without any problems with T-Mobile.One of the biggest drawbacks with Android was the inability to download apps to the microSD card; You had to resort to using your precious inner
memory. Now, with the 2.2 update, you can store your apps on the microSD map. Finally, there are also a few subtle cosmetic tweaks in the update. There are three permanent shortcuts on the home screen for the app for the set, app menu, and browser. Eclair (2.0/2.1) has only a shortcut to the Menu app. In addition, 2.2 looks very
similar to 2.1. The next treat for Android gingerbread fans is coming in the 4th quarter of 2010. What do you want to see in the next version of Android? Leave your answer in the comments below. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our we can earn a small commission. Read our policy affiliate links for more details.
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